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Vocabulary
Dislikes on Youtube
to announce
dislike count
to embarrass
to target
mission

att meddela
summering av “ogilla-tryckningar”
att göra bort, att skämma ut
att rikta sig mot, här: angripa
uppdrag

Young Entrepreneurs
entrepreneur

entreprenör, person som startar en
verksamhet

to set up

här: att starta

advantage/ disadvantage

fördel/nackdel

reworked

omarbetad

empower

göra det möjligt

Britney Spears
well enough

tillräckligt frisk
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Whilst Listening: Questions
Dislikes on Youtube
1. YouTube is removing the dislike counts from its videos. Why?
2. Lots of dislikes means…
a. video creators get sad.
b. viewers get angry.
c. the video becomes less popular
d. only popular people get views.

Young Entrepreneurs
3. How many young people in the UK dream of starting a business?
a. More than 50%
b. Around 10%
c. Less than 10%
d. Less than 50%
4. What does Tabby’s company do?
5. What does Tabby say is an advantage of having your own business?
6. What does Tabby say is a disadvantage of having your own business?
a. It is not easy.
b. She has problems working part time.
c. She is working a lot.
d. She is at an early stage of the business.
7. Fred’s business has to do with:
a. Environmentally friendly energy.
b. Walking long distances.
c. A special kind of footwear.
d. Keeping your shoes clean.
8. What does Fred say is important if things go wrong?
a. Flexibility.
b. Stocking up.
c. Trying hard.
d. Being scared.
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Britney Spears
9. How does Britney Spears feel about the Free Britney Movement?

After Listening: Discuss!
In the first news story, we heard about YouTube removing the dislike count on videos to prevent
dislike bombing.
Do you watch YouTube videos? What kind of videos?
Who are your favourite creators on YouTube? Why?
Why do you think people watch YouTube videos?
Discuss with a classmate!

After Listening: Debate!
In the first news story, we learnt that YouTube is removing the dislike count on their videos.
Now it is time to debate! Do you think this is good or bad?
Pick a side and debate the topic:
YouTube should keep the
dislike count.

OR

YouTube should remove the
dislike count.

These words and phrases may help you
I think (that)

I believe (that)
I reckon
If you ask me
I agree
I disagree

On the one hand

On the other hand,…
In my opinion
As far as I know
In the news story, we heard…
It seems to me that…

After Listening: Write!

In the second news story, we learnt about young entrepreneurs in the UK. Pretend you are a
young entrepreneur and create a physical or digital product that you would like to sell.
Design an advertisement for the product. Include drawings, pictures, and descriptions of the
product.
Try to convince people that your product is the best!
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Answers
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

To stop dislike bombing
c.
a.
reworks/makes eco-friendly clothing
you can do what you want / full creative control
c.
c.
a.
she is grateful / happy / positive about it
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